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(57) Abstract

A programmable electronic record-

ing apparatus for golf playing comprises

a programmable standard pocket calcula-

tor of the type working with exchangeable

program packages. A program package

developed for golf playing comprises in

addition to actual course data for a golf

course as well as memory areas for a num-

ber of individual players a function pro-

gram part by which selected operation

keys of the pocket calculator are associat-

ed individually with the players and are

used as counter incrementing keys for

counters in the individual memory areas

for the players for recording score figures

during the play. An external protective

cover as designed to cover the entire op-

eration key panel of the pocket calculator

and as provided with external keys asso-

ciated with the individual players by

means of which the selected operation

keys may be selectively operated during

the play. By means of a communication

gate or terminal the pocket caltnilator may

be connected with an external processor

or printer.
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i

Programmable golf recorder.

The invention relates to a programmable elec-
tronic recording apparatus for golf playing, comprising
a micro processor with associated devices* for the re-

5 cording and data processing functions necessary for
golf playing.

For accounting purposes in connection with golf
playing socalled score cards of paper have been most
frequently used in the past. During the play the

10 strokes used by the participating players are entered
for each hole on the golf course and at the end of the
play a manual calculation of the play result as per-
formed involving such corrections which are necessary
in view .of the actual course data, the handicaps of the

15 participating players etc.

This form of accoiinting is time consuming and
may in bad weather entail practical problems with the
recording operation.

Therefore, it is the object of the invention to
20 provide an improved accounting tool which is reliable

and simple in operation.

Various designs of electronic golfing calcula-
tors have been suggested which are adapted to perform
the recording and data processing operations necessary

25 for golf playing. Examples of such calculators are known
from GB patent specification no. 2,133,293 and US pa-
tent specification nos. 4,142,236, 4,266,214 and
4,367,526. It is common to those prior calculators
that they are specially designed and programmed for

30 golf playing and are thereby relatively expensive and-

have not foxind any widespread use.

It is the object of the present invention to
provide a golf recording apparatus of the kind defined
based on utilization of relatively cheaper mass pro-

35 duced programmable calculators and having in addition a

very high degree of safety of operation during the golf
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play where recording of results have to be performed
in a quick way and with great safety against erroneous
operation.

To accomplish this a recording apparatus of the
5 kind set forth is characterized according to the inven-

tion in that the microprocessor with associated devices
is implemented in a programmable standard pocket cal-
culator of the type operating with exchangeable program
packages and that a program package developed for golf

10 playing in addition to actual course data and indi-
vidual memory areas (28) for a number of players for
input of player data and recording of strokes etc.
comprises a function program part (32) by means of
which a limited number of selected operation keys

15 (5-12) of the pocket Calculator are individually as-
sociated with individual players and are used as count-
er incrementing keys for counters in said individual
memory areas for recording of score figures during the
play, an external cover (13) being designed to cover

20 the entire operation key panel of the pocket calculator
and being provided with external keys (14-21) corre-
sponding to said operation keys (5-12) and individu-
ally associated with the players, whereby said opera-
tion keys may be operated selectively during the play

25 for recording the strokes used by each player.

As a basis of the invention any programable
standard pocket calcuator of the kind mentioned may be
used. The program package may e.g. be associated with
a certain golf course and may as a fixed part include

30 the specific data thereof, such as in particular in-
formation about prescribed stroke nximbers (par) for the
individual holes, whereby the invention provides an op-
tion for lending program packages to players using the
course in question. As an other possibility the pro-

35 gram package may be adapted either for manual entrance
of relevant course data for a number of predetermined
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frequently used courses or for entry of such data by

connecting the pocket calculator to an external data

processor.

Typically, the program package may be designed

5 so that at the beginning of the play the name of the

golf course is shown on the display of the calculator

or is entered by the operation keys of the calculator.

Thereafter, player identification data may be entered

including handicaps for the participating players. For

10 these introductory working operations the entire opera-

tion panel of the pocket calculator is used.

When the play is to begin the cover is arranged

over the operation panel and during the play only the

external keys on the cover associated with each of the

15 players are operated and thereby, the selected keys on

the operation panel and at the same time a program
package displays a number of information on the dis-

play of the pocket calculator during the play.

As an example the play may start by display of

20 the text "hole 1" on the display together with in-

formation on the prescribed stroke number, i.e. par,

and possible handicap for this hole and thereafter

identification information of the players.

As mentioned, the selected operation keys are

25 associated with each of a predetermined maximum number

of players, and for the purposes of indicating the

association with the Individual players the necessary

keys may be numbered or alphabetized or provided with

individual colours. For the individual player each

30 stroke at the hole in question is now recorded by

operation of the counter incrementing key associated

with the player. During the play at the same hole the

counter position for the player is currently displayed

and when a player has got the ball in the hole the re-

35 suit achieved may be transferred to the memory area

individual for the player by operation of an operation
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key selected as execution key by means of the corre-

sponding external key, said memory area thus comprising

the stroke number or points for the individual holes

for the individual player.

5 Moreover, the program package may be adapted so

that when the players have finished a hole text infor-

mation indicating the total score figure and/or point

figure for each player up to an including the hole in

question is shown on the display or offers are made for

10 showing the score numbers for holes which have already

been passed.

After finish of the play at the last hole the
total result for each player is displayed with calcula-
tion of new handicaps as well as information about the

15 winner.

During the play the invention implies a signifi-
cant facilitation of the recording work of the players
whereby also the distribution of the handicaps of the

individual players over the holes of a given golf

20 course is performed automatically by the recording

apparatus

.

By moreover designing the recording apparatus to

be connectable to an external data processor or printer
by means of a connecting cable the total result after

25 finishing the play may be printed out on one hand and,

on the other hand, by connection to an office processor
provided at the golf club automatic entrance of actual
course data may be obtained and player results may be

transferred to the external processor, whereby inter

30 alia the comprehensive statistical and control funct-
ions performed by the golf clubs are significantly
facilitated

.

In the following, an embodiment of a recording
apparatus according to the invention is explained with

35 reference to the accompanying drawing in which
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figur 1 is a perspective view of an embodiment

of the recording apparatus,

figur '2 is an end view of the apparatus shown

in figur 1, and

5 figur* 3 is a schematic block diagram.

The illustrated recording apparatus comprises a

standard pocket calculator 1 having an information

display 2 and an operation key panel 3 comprising

in the example shown 36 keys which may be marked with

10 letters as well as figures and function symbols. The

pocket calculator which may e.g. be of the type PSION

ORGANIZER 11^, manufactured by PSION Ltd., UK, is of

the kind working with exchangeable program packages for

use in the performance of various working tasks, where-

15 by such programs may be encoded into RAM memory csfs-

settes 4, socalled RAMPAK's which are introduced into

recesses provided for. that purpose in the rear side of

the pocket calculator. Moreover, pocket calculators of

the kind mentioned are designed for insertion of ex-

20 changeable data packages 4a having a great informa-

tion storing capacity.

A program package for recording during golf

playing may be designed in the manner described here-

inbefore and may comprise a function program part by

25 means of which a number of selected keys 5-12 corre-

sponding to the number of players are used as counter

incrementing keys for counter functions in memory areas

individual for the players for recording of score

figures during the play. In the example shown the re-

30 cording apparatus is designed for a maximum of four

players for each of which a positive as well as a nega-

tive counter incrementing key are provided, e.g. keys

5 and 6 for player ntimber l.

According to the invention the apparatus further

35 more comprises an external protective cover 13 which

may be pushed over and cover the panel 3 but is shown
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in the figure in a retracted position in which access

is provided for operating all the keys of the panel 3.

The cover 13 has a number of external keys 14-21

which in the pushed-ln position of the cover 13 are

5 positioned opposite the selected operation keys 5-12

for operation of these keys during the play.

In the embodiment shown the association re-

lationship of the external keys 14-21 are marked by

numbering the keys 1-4, but such marking may also be

10 provided in other ways such as by alphabetization or by

the keys having colours corresponding to each of the
players such as red for keys 14-15, blue for keys
16-17, yellow for keys 18-19 and green for keys
20-21.

15 In the embodiment shown the cover 1 3 has

furthermore an execution key 22 which in the pushed-

in position of the cover is positioned opposite an exe-

cution key 23 on the panel 3 as well as a response

key (yes/no key) 24 which is positioned opposite a

20 response key 25 on the panel 3.

while the program package 4 includes specific
course data including prescribed score figures (par)

and possible handicap values for the individual holes

and identification data and handicap information for

25 the individual players are entered at the beginning of
the play, the cover 13 is subsequently pushed over

the panel 3 and the recording apparatus is ready for

use.

The program package now starts by automatically

30 showing the information "hole 1" on the display 2 and

in connection therewith information about par of the
hole and possible handicap and, as the next information
text, the player identification is shown on the dis-
play. For each stroke used by player number 1 the

35 external key 14 is now operated and thereby the

counter incrementing key 5 for each operation of
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which the new counter position Is shown on the display

2. When the ball Is In hole the number of strokes used

can be entered Into a result memory In the memory area

Individually associated with the player in question by

5 operation of execution keys 22 and 23 respectively.

In this way stroke numbers for Individual holes as well

as the summed-up stroke number may be registered in the

result memory.

When all players have finished a hole a number

10 of Information texts can be displayed by the program

package including an offer of showing the total score

for the holes already played or score figures for cer-

tain earlier passed holes. These information texts are

called on to the display by use of the execution key

15 22. If the player wants to make use of one or more

information offers the response key (yes/no key) 24

and 25 respectively is operated. By operation of the

execution keys 22 and 23 respectively, possibly

several times, the players may reach the information

20 offer they want to use which is reported by operation

of the response key.

If the players do not want to make use of the

information offers the program automatically proceeds

to information about the next hole if operation of the

25 response key fails to appear.

As shown in figure 2 the pocket calculator may

have an external terminal connection 14 e.g. of the

conventional multl plug type, for connecting the pocket

calculator to en external data processor or printer.

30 As mentioned, actual course data for example, may

thereby be entered by data transfer from an office

processor provided in the golf club. After finishing

the play the play results for the participating play-

ers may be printed out by means of the printer and/or

35 transferred to an external processor for use e.g. for

the statistical and control functions of a golf club.
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Pig. 3 shows in a purely scematical form the
main features of the structure of the recording appara-

tus. In addition to the display 2 and the key panels

3 of which only the coxinter incrementing keys 5-12

5 the execution key 23 and the response key 25 are

shown in figure 3, as well as the communication gate

or terminal connection 26 the pocket calculator com-

prises a central processor xinit 27 and by inserting

the data package as shown at 4a in figure 1 it has

10 access to a significant emory capacity which in the

actual example is distributed over three main memory
areas i.e. a course memory 28, a player memory 29

and. an information text memory 30. All these units
may communicate with each other through a data bus

15 31.

The course memory 28 may either contain all

specific or actual course data for a specified golf
course and will in that case usually be incorporated as

part of the internal memory capacity of the pocket
20 calculator. By using a data package as shown at 4a

in figure 1 actual course data for a very significant
number of golf courses may, however, be stored and the

course memory will then be divided as shown in a cor-

responding number of individual memory areas, each

25 comprising identification information about the actual
course as well as information about par and possible
handicaps for each individual hole of the course.

The player memory 29 and the information text
memory 30 are included in the particular program

30 package 4 for golf playing. The player memory 29

is divided as shown in a nximber of individual memory
areas corresponding to the number of players each of
which comprises identification information about the
actual player and memory sectors functioning as a

35 coxinter operated by means of the selected operation
keys on the panels 3, as result memory with a capacity
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for storing stroke or point results for all holes of

the actual golf course and as siimming memory for summ-

ing up the results achieved at the individual holes,

respectively. All necessary programs for controlling

5 the entry of stroke or point results into the memory

29, summing up of stroke results and the specific use

of keys 5-12, 23 and 25 are contained in the golf

function program 32 incorporated in the program package

4.

10 The information text memory includes all the in-

formation texts which are to be introduced on the dis-

play 2 during the play.
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PATENT CLAIMS

1. A programmable electronic recording appara-

tus for golfing, comprising a microprocessor with as-

5 sociated devices for the recording and data processing

functions necessary for golf playing, characterized in

that the microprocessor with associated devices is im-

plemented in a programmable standard pocket calculator

of the type operating with exchangeable program

10 packages and that a programm package developed for

golf playing in addition to actual course data and in-

dividual memory areas (28) for a number of players

for input of player data and recording of strokes etc.

comprises a fxinction program part (32) by means of

15 which a limited number of selected operation keys

(5-12) of the pocket calculator are individually as-

sociated with individual players and are used as count-

er incrementing keys for counters in said individual

memory areas for recording of score figures during the

20 play, an external cover (13) being designed to cover

the entire operation key panel of the pocket calculator

and being provided with external keys (14-21) corre-

sponding to said operation keys (5-12) and individu-

ally associated with the players, whereby said opera-

25 tion keys may be operated selectively during the play

for recording the strokes used by each player.

2. A recording apparatus as claimed in claim 1,

characterized in that said external keys (14-21) for

each player comprises a positive as well as a negative
30 incrementing key.

3. - A recording apparatus as claimed in claim 1

or 2, characterized in that said external keys compris-

es an execution key (22) for use in transferring a

score resxilt for a given hole entered by means of the

35 coxinter incrementing key or keys for a given player to

a result memory for this player.
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4. A recording apparatus as claimed in claim 1,

2 or 3, characterized in that said cover (13) is de-

signed as a * protective envelope completely enclosing

the pocket calculator and being able to be pushed over

5 the operation key panel (3) thereof.

5« A recording apparatus as claimed in any of

the preceding claims, characterized in that the pocket

calculator is provided with a terminal (26) for con-

necting a connecting cable for an external data pro-

10 cessing apparatus, a printer or the like for use in in-

putting of actual course data and/or printing out re-

corded score figures from said result memories after

end of the play.

15
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